FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AIRBORNE GLOBAL SOLUTIONS LAUNCHES NEW DIVISION
GLOBAL FLIGHT SOURCE (GFS)
Wilmington, OH–9/1/2011—In accordance with corporate strategy to diversify, Airborne Global Solutions
(AGS) launches a new division, Global Flight Source (GFS). The new company builds on its prior 30 years
of experience with ABX Air, a cargo airline operator. Headquartered in Wilmington, Ohio, GFS will offer
flight support services that specialize in dispatching, flight planning, training, and other flight support
services.
Global Flight Source (GFS) will offer a wide variety of services to airports and airlines, including:
•
Complete Route Planning
•
Dispatch Release Generation
•
Weather Analysis and Briefing
•
24 Hour Flight Following
GFS also will provide communications and weather capabilities:
•
HF/VHF Radio
•
ARINC/SITA/AFTN
•
WSI Pilot Brief
•
Flight Explorer
“With the economy still rebounding, companies are trying to find opportunities to be more cost efficient,” said
Rich Corrado, President of AGS. “Being able to outsource dispatching and other flight services to Global
Flight Source will be a great way for a company to improve its bottom line.”
“We have a broad range of services to offer companies looking for flight support services,” said Jim
O’Grady, Managing Director of GFS. “GFS is looking forward to building off of its 30 years of success with
ABX Air and bringing added value to customer’s portfolios.”
ABOUT GFS
Global Flight Source, Inc. (GFS) is an all inclusive provider for dispatching, flight planning, training, and
other flight support services. For over 30 years, GFS has provided operations-critical support to ensure that
operations are running on-time in the most efficient possible way, and running safely. GFS is a division of
AGS.
www.globalflightsource.com
ABOUT AGS
Airborne Global Solutions (AGS) specializes in developing bundled, turn-key cargo airline solutions through
strategic alliances with the ATSG family of companies. AGS is comprised of three wholly-owned
subsidiaries: Cargo Aircraft Management (CAM); LGSTX Services; ABX Cargo Services (ACS): and division
Global Flight Source (GFS).
www.airborneglobal.com
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